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Abstract
The position of Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) has been statutorily recognized within the Federal Government. This position is also gaining widespread acceptance in the private sector as well as at the state and local government levels. In fact, the CISO function has only very recently been accorded widespread recognition as a legitimate C-suite position. Most, if not all, of the incumbents who currently occupy CISO positions did not begin their careers with the objective of becoming the senior information security officer for a large enterprise. They entered the IT security workforce through many diverse routes. However, many colleges and universities have recently established information security curriculums at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Graduates from these programs, mostly lodged in the computer science departments, are entering the information security workforce with the expectation of spending their entire career working in this discipline. Many will aspire to become CISOs at some point in their professional lives.

This panel will review the qualifications needed for success in the CISO position and offer their views on the issue of “Where the Next Generation of CISOs Will Come From?”

Government information security managers face the challenge of building and retaining a professional information security workforce that allows each agency to meet FISMA requirements and performance standards while managing the evolving world of information and cyber security. This distinguished panel of U.S. government IT security executives will discuss the challenges, current initiatives and trends for building a professional government and national defense IT security workforce. The panel will discuss the most recent developments with respect to DoD, DHS, and major agencies and share their successes in enhancing the IT security workforce at their respective agencies. Attendees will also learn about career opportunities and the professional IT security career path to meet the changing roles and requirements of information security professionals in government and national defense.
The panel will also discuss relevant data from the government specific report generated by the (ISC)2/IDC Global Information Security Workforce Study
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